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Abstract

**Background:** Adverse drug reactions (ADRs) can occur due to ecstasy use, and the number of people dying due to drug-related deaths has increased in the past 10 years. Self-initiated harm reduction strategies could help prevent ADRs or decrease the incidence of life-threatening health consequences due to ecstasy use.

**Methods:** A rapid scoping review was conducted using adapted JBI methodology. The objectives were to describe the strategies employed by ecstasy users to minimise harm, the sources of information they rely on, and to assess the content of user-oriented websites regarding detrimental effects and harm reduction practices. Five databases (CINAHL, EMBASE, Medline, PsycINFO, CENTRAL) were searched for English language records from database inception to August 2022. User-oriented websites were identified via the project’s stakeholder group and Google searches.

**Results:** Twenty reports representing 19 studies (one RCT, nine quantitative descriptive studies and nine qualitative studies) were included. A wide variety of self-initiated harm reduction strategies were reported, including drug checking, dose control (including buying from trusted sources), seeking peer support (e.g., looking out for friends), hydration management and temperature regulation (e.g., monitoring water consumption, taking rest breaks, and avoiding alcohol), avoiding polydrug use, and pre-/post-loading. Information on ecstasy’s effects and/or harm reduction practices is obtained from a variety of sources including friends, nightclubs, drug leaflets, and user-oriented websites. Fourteen websites providing ecstasy-specific harm reduction information were also identified and quality assessed. However, only two webpages provided citations to the evidence used for the content.

**Conclusions:** The provision and quality assessment of ecstasy harm reduction advice from various sources has been collectively analysed for the first time. We hope and anticipate that use of this rapid scoping review will facilitate more comprehensive, evidence-based harm reduction messaging, reducing the likelihood of future ADRs and life-threatening health consequences related to ecstasy use.

Introduction

Ecstasy (3,4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine – MDMA) is a common recreational drug and sought effects include euphoria and feelings of happiness (Curran & Travill, 1997) along with increased energy, musical appreciation and emotional closeness with others (Pascoe et al., 2022). Ilicitly acquired MDMA can vary in appearance, with crystalline and tablet forms available (Pascoe et al., 2022). The consistency of crystalline MDMA can range from crystals to crushed powder, with colours presenting from shades of beige to brown or off-white, and can be prepared into capsules or “bombs” (cigarette paper wraps) for oral consumption (Pascoe et al., 2022). Modern ecstasy tablets typically feature logos, fictional characters or other cultural references and are available in a range of shapes and colours (Pascoe et al., 2022).

Ecstasy is often taken in settings such as night clubs and raves where an individual may engage in prolonged and vigorous dancing, often coupled with high temperatures, while drinking very little water (ACMD, 2008). As a consequence, hyperpyrexia (hyperthermia; heatstroke) are frequently reported adverse drug reactions (ADRs) (MAPS, 2021; van Amsterdam et al., 2021). Another ADR that is frequently reported is water intoxication with secondary low sodium levels, referred to as hyponatremia (MAPS, 2021; van Amsterdam et al., 2021). The concurrent use of MDMA and alcohol may increase the risk of hyperthermia and hyponatremia (van Amsterdam et al., 2021). Other ADRs as described in published case reports range from milder problems, such as restlessness, insomnia, bruxism/muscular clenching, nausea and dry mouth, to serious health issues including psychiatric problems, hepatotoxicity secondary to hyperthermia, cardiac and/or respiratory disorders, acute renal failure, aplastic anaemia, allergic reactions and anaphylaxis, eye and skin conditions (MAPS, 2021). Although rare, the use of MDMA can also lead to seizure, coma and death, largely due to hyperthermia or hyponatremia associated with water intoxication (Elkattawy et al., 2021).

Whilst relatively rare (MAPS, 2021), MDMA/ecstasy-related deaths have increased in England and Wales in the past decade, with the most recent figures reporting 67 deaths in 2021 compared to just 13 in 2011 (Office for National Statistics, 2021). Since the widely publicised ecstasy-related death of Leah Betts in 1995 (Gray, 2020), the media has continued to report on the stories of other young people who have tragically died following consumption of this drug (Atkinson, 2022; Gantzer, 2020; Jones & PA reporters, 2020; Keate, 2017; Roig, 2022; Whitney, 2001). One of the most recent deaths in the UK was of a 22-year-old, who died after taking a single ‘Blue Tesla’ ecstasy tablet in his bedroom to determine its strength (Merritt, 2023). These stories serve as poignant reminders of the potential dangers associated with MDMA/ecstasy, emphasising the importance of comprehensive harm reduction efforts and raising awareness about the risks involved with use.

The variation in purity and strength of MDMA can vary considerably between samples and over time this presents a significant problem because it poses risks to individuals who use ecstasy. As of 2020, the typical purity of MDMA powder/crystals in Europe was observed to range from 62–83% (EMCDDA, 2022), with changes observable between years (EMCDDA, 2020). These changes are relatively modest compared to ecstasy tablets, where the average MDMA content has increased by approximately 80% over the past decade (EMCDDA, 2022). This trend appears to be linked to the overall size/mass of tablets, which is also increasing (Vrolijk et al., 2022), and many tablets are now found to contain 2-3 times a typical recreational dose of 80-120 mg. Even within batches of similar tablets, ecstasy content and dissolution profiles can vary considerably, impacting pharmacokinetics upon consumption (Couchman et al., 2019). The inconsistent quality of MDMA samples means that users cannot accurately determine the potency or composition of the
substance they are consuming. This lack of knowledge increases the likelihood of unintended consumption of high doses, which can increase the risk of serious health consequences.

Harm reduction refers to a set of strategies and approaches that aim to prevent ADRs and reduce the occurrence of damaging health consequences associated with drug use (Allott & Redman, 2006). Self-initiated harm reduction strategies for ecstasy users involve taking personal responsibility and proactive steps to minimise potential risks and promote safer use practices. The strategies can include hydration management, temperature regulation, dose control, testing for purity/strength and seeking support/medical assistance (ACMD, 2008; Davis & Rosenberg, 2017; Gowing et al., 2002; van Amsterdam et al., 2021). Recreational venues like nightclubs, music festivals, and raves play a vital role in promoting harm reduction for ecstasy users. As popular settings for recreational ecstasy use, these venues can implement specific measures to enhance harm reduction efforts related to ecstasy use such as ensuring free water is easily accessible to event attendees and providing "chill out" spaces at venues to improve temperature control.

Recreational venues can also play a significant role in facilitating drug testing and drug checking services (Palamar et al., 2021). Unlike prescription medicines, which are produced under highly regulated and reproducible conditions, illicit MDMA is synthesised and distributed via criminal networks without due regard for quality control. This means that ADRs may occur due to drug mislabelling/misidentification, the presence of contaminants, or inaccurate tablet dosing (Rigg & Sharp, 2018).

These services, offered by organisations such as the Drugs Information and Monitoring System (Netherlands), DanceSafe (US) and The Loop (UK), facilitate testing of substances to determine purity and content. Such services may perform surveillance on circulating substances or invite users to submit substances for chemical analysis whilst providing individualised advice as part of a health consultation or intervention (Maghsoudi et al., 2022; Measham & Turnbull, 2021).

The provision of prevention or harm reduction information is crucial in mitigating drug-related morbidity and mortality associated with ecstasy use (Gascoigne et al., 2004). Sources of information on ecstasy’s effects and/or harm reduction practices information for young people include online resources, social media platforms, peer networks, school or college health programmes and public health campaigns and awareness events (Alcohol and Drug Foundation, 2021; Gascoigne et al., 2004). In the context of harm reduction, the internet is increasingly being used as source of information regarding the use and safer consumption of ecstasy. The internet serves as a platform where users can find for example guidance on safer dosing practices, information on testing the purity of ecstasy, user reports (e.g., pillreports.net), strategies to prevent dehydration and overheating, and recommendations for minimising potential drug interactions. Whilst there is a plethora of user-oriented drug information websites for ecstasy (Deluca & Schifano, 2007), it is vital to ensure that the information presented is evidence-based and supported by reputable sources to promote safer and informed ecstasy use (ACMD, 2008).

Based on an initial scope of the literature, we identified several reviews that had been conducted in relation to the use and safer consumption of ecstasy in recreational settings. These included an overview of ecstasy use (Peters & Kok, 2009); the harmful health effects of ecstasy (Gowing et al., 2002; Rodgers et al., 2006); and mechanisms leading to hyperpyrexia and hyponatremia (van Amsterdam et al., 2021). One further review (Maghsoudi et al., 2022) sought to identify what is known about drug checking services and people who use drugs, with just a brief mention of ecstasy. However, no scoping reviews specifically focusing on self-initiated harm reduction practices were identified. Additionally, there was one study that assessed the perceived accuracy and the significance of different information sources (Gascoigne et al., 2004) and another that conducted an analysis of information available online on ecstasy (Deluca & Schifano, 2007). We did not find any reviews that focused on the quality of information provided on the use and safer consumption of ecstasy, or the content of user-oriented drug information websites for ecstasy related to its detrimental effects and harm reduction practices. Therefore, this study aims to contribute to the existing body of literature in these areas by conducting a scoping review. The specific objectives were to describe:

i). the self-initiated harm reduction strategies employed by ecstasy users in recreational settings;

ii). the different sources from which ecstasy users obtain information related to its detrimental effects and harm reduction practices;

iii). the content of user-oriented drug information websites for ecstasy related to its detrimental effects and harm reduction practices.

**Methods**

In order to conduct a scoping review within the required time available a rapid approach was conducted using established methods (Arksey & O’Malley, 2005; Levac et al., 2010; Peters et al., 2020) and reported using Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses Scoping Review extension (PRISMA-ScR) (Tricco et al., 2018). Using a streamlined process (e.g., searching fewer databases and omitting critical appraisal) a rapid review can provide high-quality evidence and knowledge (Langlois et al., 2019). Rapid scoping reviews have been conducted across a wide range of health-related topics for the purposes of identifying key concepts or knowledge gaps within a short timeframe (Barker et al., 2017; Côté et al., 2021; Threapleton et al., 2017; Vogt et al., 2022). Our registered study protocol on Open Science Framework can be found at: https://osf.io/tf427/.
Eligibility criteria

The eligibility criteria are presented using the PCC framework (Peters et al., 2020), Participants (P), Concept (C) and Context (C), and can be found in Table 1 below.

Insert Table 1 here

Searching for research evidence

Four databases (on the EBSCO platform – CINAHL; on the OVID platform – EMBASE, Medline, APA PsycINFO and Cochrane Library: Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials (CENTRAL)) were searched for English language records from database inception to August 2022 using the keywords methylenedioxy-N-methylamphetamine OR MDMA OR ecstasy AND harm reduction OR modify) (see Additional file 1). Forward and backward citation tracking was undertaken using the web-based system Citation Chaser™ (Haddaway et al., 2022). All records were imported into reference software package EndNote X20™, duplicates removed and then all the records that remained were imported into the web-based systematic review software Rayyan™.

Searching for websites

We consulted with the project stakeholder group (Pollock et al., 2021) to identify UK based websites that provided harm reduction information on ecstasy and also conducted a Google search (Mahood et al., 2014). For the Google search the following terms were used: harm reduction and ecstasy; harm reduction and MDMA; safe and MDMA; safe and ecstasy. One reviewer (DE) conducted the search and subsequently screened the first page of each Google output for relevant UK websites.

Study selection process

Two reviewers (DE, EG) screened the titles and abstracts of records using Rayyan™ and any disagreements were resolved through discussion. Full texts were retrieved for records that met the inclusion criteria and for those where a decision could not be made based on the title and/or abstract alone. Full-text screening (with the aid of a screening tool) was then conducted by one reviewer (DE, JCs), and all decisions were checked by another (JC, CB, BH) with any disagreements resolved through discussion.

Data extraction

For the research studies all demographic data (country, focus, participants, age, gender, recruitment, study design and methods) were extracted directly into tables by one reviewer (DE, JCs) and checked by another (JCs, DE). Findings relevant to the review objectives were extracted by one reviewer (DE, JCs) and 50% checked for accuracy by another (JCs, DE). The software package NVIVO 12 Plus™ was used to facilitate this process. Quality appraisal was not conducted.

For the websites all relevant details (title of the webpage, country of publication, date of publication, url of the organisation, source and url of any specific MDMA harm reduction information) were extracted directly into tables by one reviewer (DE, JCs) and checked by another (JCs, DE). The software package NVIVO 12 Plus™ was used to facilitate this process.

Presentation of results

The review findings are presented in tables and as narrative summary following the approach described by Arksey and O’Malley (Arksey & O’Malley, 2005) and updated by Levac (Levac et al., 2010) and describe how the results relate to the review objectives and research question.
Study inclusions

Figure 1 shows the PRISMA-ScR flow diagram for study selection process (Tricco et al., 2018). Of the 877 records identified, 37 full-text reports were assessed for eligibility. Seventeen full-text reports did not meet the inclusion criteria (see Additional file 2). A total of 20 reports (representing 19 studies) were included. In addition, after duplicates had been removed 30 websites were assessed for eligibility and a total of 15 were included. Fifteen websites were excluded (see Additional file 3).

Characteristics of included studies

Publication type

Twenty reports representing 19 studies (see Tables 2 to 4) were selected for inclusion, one randomised control trial, nine quantitative descriptive studies and nine qualitative studies (across 10 reports).

Country and year of publication

The included studies were conducted in Australia (n=6), the USA (n=5 studies across six reports) the UK (n=2) and the Netherlands. Additionally, four studies were conducted across multiple countries, which often included USA, UK, Canada, among others, such as European countries, Mexico, and New Zealand. Dates of publication ranged from the year 2000 to 2022.

Participant details

Across the included studies the participants were all ecstasy users (n=14 studies across 15 reports) or ecstasy sellers, adult key informants which included drug checkers, drug sellers, or having extensive experience using or testing for new psychoactive substances or music festival attendees of which a proportion had at some point used MDMA at a music festival.

Most of the studies focused on young adults, with nine studies (represented across 10 reports) with participants reporting a mean age of under 30 years (mean age ranged from 21 to 28 years) and one further study reporting a median age of 25 years. In 11 of the studies some of the participants were 30-year-olds. Overall, the youngest participant across the included studies was 16, while the oldest was in the 51-60 age range.

Characteristics of included websites

Fourteen webpages were included, and further details are provided within Table 5.

Review findings

Description of self-initiated harm reduction practices

The first objective was to describe the harm reduction strategies employed by ecstasy users in recreational settings. We found a wide variety of self-initiated harm reduction strategies for ecstasy users in recreational settings were reported (see Table 6). These were used to either avoid ecstasy-related side-effects, ‘comedown’ (hangover experiences) and/or neurotoxicity effects.
Regarding prevalence, Davis and Rosenberg (2017) reported that three quarters of those surveyed, regardless of whether a person was an occasional or regular ecstasy user or lived in the UK or USA, had employed 11 strategies at least once in the two-month assessment period out of 19 harm reduction practices proposed by the authors. The proposed harm reduction practices included ones presented in Table 6, as well as strategies aiming to enhance the effect of ecstasy, such as getting into a good mood prior to drug use (Davis & Rosenberg, 2017). All participants in the study by Allott and Redman (2006) had used at least one strategy from a predetermined list.

Findings from the qualitative studies however reported that young people are not always concerned about the potential health risks of taking ecstasy as they have no personal experience of ADRs and there is often a disparity between the harm reduction strategies that young people report they engage in and their actual behaviour (Hansen et al., 2001). Although many young people are aware of the risks, Singer and Schesnul (2011) reported that for some young people the benefits of ecstasy are more important to them than the potential harms and this justifies its use.

Drug checking

Ten studies focused on or mentioned drug checking as a potential harm reduction strategy which can be conducted either by using ecstasy self-testing kits, through using drug checking operations provided by harm reduction organisations at venues / events, or through laboratories which are set up for drug testing (Allott & Redman, 2006; Davis & Rosenberg, 2016, 2017; Hollett & Gately, 2019; Kelly, 2007; Murphy et al., 2021; Panagopoulos & Ricciardelli, 2005; Sharifimonfared & Hammersley, 2020; Singer & Schensul, 2011; Southey et al., 2020). Some participants across the studies reported visually inspecting the shape, size and colour of an ecstasy pill for signs of adulteration (Panagopoulos & Ricciardelli, 2005; Singer & Schensul, 2011).

Two studies reported on the psychological determinants of behaviour that influence drug checking intentions (Davis & Rosenberg, 2016; Murphy et al., 2021). One study found that attitudes, subjective norms and behavioural control (psychological determinants of behaviour) were found to have a significant positive association (p<0.001) with drug checking intentions (Davis & Rosenberg, 2016). Greater baseline intentions to use drug checking services were a statistically significant predictor of engaging in this harm-reduction behaviour (p=0.018) during a 2–3-month follow-up period (Davis & Rosenberg, 2016). Murphy et al.’s. (2021) findings support this as attitudes (p<0.001), subjective norms (p<0.001), and perceived behavioural control (p<0.05) were all found to significantly predict intention to use fixed offsite drug checking services. However, the authors differentiated between fixed offsite and onsite drug checking, and further findings indicated that in contrast to fixed offsite drug checking, subjective norms were the only significant predictors (p<0.001) of onsite drug checking services (Murphy et al., 2021). Additionally, Murphy et al. (2021) explored intention to use ecstasy if drug checking was available and found that the availability of drug checking did not increase non-users’ or experienced users’ intention to consume the drug (p values not reported).

Risk reduction/pill consumption practices following drug checking results were explored across three studies. Southey et al. (2020) reported that regular (daily, weekly or fortnightly) ecstasy users in Australia were more likely to take the drug regardless of the presence of possible adulterants, than rare (to six monthly, yearly or one time) users. The hypothetical drug checking scenarios in the study by Hollett and Gately (2019) described either an inconclusive test (unknown substance), the detection of a high MDMA dose, or a harmful adulterant (such as paramethoxyamphetamine (PMA) or paramethoxymethamphetamine (PMMA). It was shown that ecstasy users only reported a significantly greater likelihood of following harm reduction strategies compared to maintaining harm reduction intentions if known harmful adulterants were identified. Additionally, harm-reducing behaviours were significantly less likely for those who scored highly in ‘sensation seeking’ and particularly if a test result indicated a high MDMA dose (p<0.01) (Hollett & Gately, 2019). Qualitative findings show that some ecstasy users chose not to use the drug even though they had paid for it because on drug checking it was found to contain adulterants (Kelly, 2007).

Dose control

Limiting the frequency and intensity of use was mentioned by participants across nine studies (Allott & Redman, 2006; Davis & Rosenberg, 2017; Hansen et al., 2001; Jacinto et al., 2008; Kelly, 2007; Murphy et al., 2006; Panagopoulos & Ricciardelli, 2005; Sharifimonfared & Hammersley, 2020; Singer & Schensul, 2011). This involved starting small, thereby minimising the quantity used in one go such as taking half a tablet, licking the tablet or dissolving the tablet under the tongue instead of swallowing. Other strategies included measuring the exact dose, limiting the total amount used within one session and spacing out the time between sessions (using it just monthly or just at weekends or on special occasions). Measuring the exact dose is possible in the case of MDMA crystals, though would require the use of precision scales; it is unclear how many individuals use scales when preparing MDMA for consumption. Murphy et al. (2006) reported that ecstasy users who exhibited a tangible level of concern were significantly more likely to limit their consumption as a precaution against the negative effects of ecstasy compared to those who were not concerned (p=0.033). It was also demonstrated that females were
significantly more likely to limit their consumption than males (p=0.003) and that males were significantly more likely to take rest breaks than females \((\chi^2=5.70, p=0.017)\). Associations across specific age groups were not reported.

Other related strategies included acquiring ecstasy pills from a trusted source to reduce the chance of having a pill that contains adulterants (Davis & Rosenberg, 2017; Hansen et al., 2001; Jacinto et al., 2008; Kelly, 2007; Palamar & Sonmez, 2022; Panagopoulos & Ricciardelli, 2005; Sharifimonfared & Hammersley, 2020; Shewan et al., 2000; Singer & Schensul, 2011), only using in familiar / comfortable surroundings or safe places where accessible assistance is available if needed (Davis & Rosenberg, 2017; Jacinto et al., 2008; Kelly, 2007; Singer & Schensul, 2011), and using a new batch of ecstasy tablets only after seeing how others reacted to it (Davis & Rosenberg, 2017; Jacinto et al., 2008).

**Seeking support**

The strategies related to seeking support included not using alone and only using in the presence of trusted friends (Davis & Rosenberg, 2017; Hansen et al., 2001; Jacinto et al., 2008; Kelly, 2007; Palamar & Sonmez, 2022; Panagopoulos & Ricciardelli, 2005; Sharifimonfared & Hammersley, 2020; Shewan et al., 2000; Singer & Schensul, 2011). Additionally, it was felt to be important that friends looked out for each other, especially first-time users (Davis & Rosenberg, 2016; Hansen et al., 2001; Jacinto et al., 2008; Kelly, 2007; Palamar & Sonmez, 2022; Panagopoulos & Ricciardelli, 2005; Sharifimonfared & Hammersley, 2020; Shewan et al., 2000; Singer & Schensul, 2011). The participants in the study by Jacinto et al. (2008) were sellers of ecstasy and they described their role as sometimes acting as “guides” or “trip sitters”.

**Hydration management and temperature regulation**

'Chilling out' as a temperature regulation strategy was mentioned across six of the included studies (Allott & Redman, 2006; Davis & Rosenberg, 2016; Kelly, 2007; Murphy et al., 2006; Murphy et al., 2021; Panagopoulos & Ricciardelli, 2005). In the context of harm reduction, chilling out involved taking regular breaks from a hot dance floor somewhere with a lower ambient temperature, often in designated rooms. This was used as a potential harm reduction strategy to minimise the risk of hyperthermia.

Drinking water to minimise the risk of dehydration and overheating was a frequently reported strategy across the included studies (Allott & Redman, 2006; Davis & Rosenberg, 2017; Hansen et al., 2001; Jacinto et al., 2008; Kelly, 2007; Murphy et al., 2006; Palamar & Sonmez, 2022; Panagopoulos & Ricciardelli, 2005; Rigg & Lawental, 2018; Sharifimonfared & Hammersley, 2020; Singer & Schensul, 2011). However, there were often issues with the supply of free water and the cost of bottled water across some venues; in some outdoor festivals, long queues hindered some attendees from rehydrating (Kelly, 2007; Palamar & Sonmez, 2022). There was limited reference about not drinking too much water, to avoid the risk of hyponatraemia/water toxicity, with participants in just one study referring to this practice (Panagopoulos & Ricciardelli, 2005).

Participants across five of the included studies reported that they chose not to mix ecstasy with alcohol (Jacinto et al., 2008; Kelly, 2007; Murphy et al., 2006; Sharifimonfared & Hammersley, 2020; Singer & Schensul, 2011). The reasons given included: to maximise the pleasurable effects (Jacinto et al., 2008; Sharifimonfared & Hammersley, 2020; Singer & Schensul, 2011), to minimize hangover ("comedown") effects (Jacinto et al., 2008; Kelly, 2007) and to manage the risk of dehydration (Kelly, 2007). However, participants within two further studies (Palamar & Sonmez, 2022; Rigg & Lawental, 2018) reported that they would mix alcohol and ecstasy as they were unaware of its dehydration effects (Rigg & Lawental, 2018) and because it is often cheaper to obtain alcohol than water (Palamar & Sonmez, 2022).

**Polydrug use and pre-/post-loading**

Controlling the number of other drugs consumed at the same time as ecstasy, especially class 1 drugs such as cocaine or heroin, was a behaviour reported by participants across two studies (Hansen et al., 2001; Sharifimonfared & Hammersley, 2020) although in three studies participants reported polydrug use as a perceived means to minimise harm especially for the "comedown" period particularly with class 2 drugs such as cannabis (Panagopoulos & Ricciardelli, 2005; Shewan et al., 2000; Singer & Schensul, 2011).

Pre-loading and post-loading as potential harm reduction strategies were reported by participants across 10 studies (Allott & Redman, 2006; Davis & Rosenberg, 2016, 2017; Hansen et al., 2001; Jacinto et al., 2008; Kelly, 2007; Kelly, 2009; Murphy et al., 2006; Panagopoulos & Ricciardelli, 2005; Singer & Schensul, 2011). This involves consuming prescription or over the counter medications to reduce serotonin depletion either before the consumption of ecstasy (preloading) or afterwards to deal with the coming down effects of ecstasy (post-loading) (Hansen et al., 2001; Panagopoulos & Ricciardelli, 2005). Substances consumed as part of pre-loading/post-loading ranged from pharmaceuticals to natural supplements and foods (see Table 7). Reasons
reported for engaging in pre-loading/post-loading were: harm reduction which included wanting to reduce comedown, hangover or crash (Allott & Redman, 2006), to facilitate sleep (Hansen et al., 2001; Panagopoulos & Ricciardelli, 2005), to mitigate post-ecstasy depression (Jacinto et al., 2008; Kelly, 2007; Kelly, 2009), to lessen physical side effects such as body aches and to replenish the body (Allott & Redman, 2006; Jacinto et al., 2008; Singer & Schensul, 2011), to decrease the chance of neurotoxicity (Allott & Redman, 2006; Kelly, 2007; Kelly, 2009) and in some instances to increase the enjoyable highs of ecstasy (Allott & Redman, 2006; Kelly, 2007; Kelly, 2009). Three studies investigated the factors associated with pre-loading/post-loading behaviour (Allott & Redman, 2006; Davis & Rosenberg, 2016; Murphy et al., 2006). Allott and Redman (2016) found that being younger (p=0.011) and the number of times ecstasy had been used (more than 50 times) (p=0.007) were significantly associated with engaging in pre-loading behaviour, while post-loading was significantly associated with the number of times ecstasy had been used (more than 50) (p=0.001) and frequency (monthly or more) (p=0.036). However, this contradicted the findings of Davis and Rosenberg (2016) who found that people who used ecstasy less frequently were significantly more likely to engage in pre-loading/ post-loading strategies (p=0.012). There was also a significant association (p=0.046) between the strength of a person’s habit to pre-loading/post-loading and how likely were to engage in this behaviour (Davis & Rosenberg, 2016). Murphy et al. (2006) reported that ecstasy users who exhibited a tangible level of concern about harm were significantly more likely to take vitamin tablets as a precaution against the negative effects of ecstasy compared to those who were not concerned (p=0.026).

Sources of harm reduction information

The purpose of the second objective was to describe the different sources from which ecstasy users obtain information related to its effects and harm reduction practices. We identified five quantitative studies (Allott & Redman, 2006; Falck et al., 2004; Gamma et al., 2005; Murphy et al., 2006; Rigg & Lawental, 2018) and two of these reported that the most popular source of harm reduction information was friends (Falck et al., 2004; Murphy et al., 2006). Additionally, Murphy et al. (2006) reported that females were significantly more likely to use friends as a source of harm reduction information than males (p=0.005). Across four of the studies (Allott & Redman, 2006; Falck et al., 2004; Gamma et al., 2005; Murphy et al., 2006) a third of respondents indicated other popular sources for harm reduction information were nightclubs, TV news, drug leaflets, music magazines and user-oriented drug information websites. Where nightclubs were chosen as a source of harm reduction information about ecstasy, the authors noted that it was not clear whether this related to having contact with others or whether printed information was available at such venues (Murphy et al., 2006). Although user-oriented drug information websites (such as DanceSafe and Erowid) were not amongst the top choice of sources of harm-reduction information (Falck et al., 2004) they were, however, deemed by some to be dependable (Gamma et al., 2005) and accurate sources (Falck et al., 2004). Falck et al. (2004) reported that educated users (p=0.004) and younger users (p=0.005) were significantly more likely to obtain harm-reduction information about ecstasy from the internet. Allott and Redman (Allott & Redman, 2006) also reported on where ecstasy users found out about preloading and post-loading and the most popular source was from their partner or friends, followed by the internet. Similar to Allot and Redman (2016), participants in the work of Rigg & Lawental (2018) mentioned that they learnt about the dehydrating effect of ecstasy from friends and the internet, highlighting the importance of these two information sources.

One randomised controlled trial (Whittingham et al., 2009) was identified which comprised two experiments. The first compared a harm reduction leaflet to a neutral information leaflet and the second compared a harm reduction leaflet to a harm reduction info-card. The leaflet was just above 1,200 words and was folded to credit card format on eight double-sided pages and the info-card was around 400 words with a weblink to further information. The leaflet contained information about the effects and risks related to ecstasy use and specific tips about how to use the drug in a safer way with specific recommendations to drink enough water while using ecstasy. The outcomes were concerned with whether ecstasy users had a more negative attitude and intention toward ecstasy use because of reading harm reduction information. The study was unable to demonstrate a change in outcome measures following the intervention and differences in responses between ecstasy users and non-users were not statistically significant (p>0.05).

Harm reduction content of user-oriented drug information webpages

Finally we sought to determine the content of user-oriented drug information websites for ecstasy in relation to the detrimental effects and harm reduction advice provided. A visual summary of the type of ecstasy specific harm reduction information that is covered across the content of the 14 user-oriented drug information websites (referred to as webpages through the rest of the text) is presented in Table 8.

All except one webpage (93%) provided information on initiating ecstasy use with a low ‘tester’ dose, such as splitting ecstasy tablets into halves or quarters. Eleven of the webpages (79%) recommended users to wait for a specified period before re-dosing, though recommended times varied from 1 to 3
Discussion

This work contributes to the existing body of literature by conducting a rapid scoping review that focuses on the harm reduction strategies employed by ecstasy users in recreational setting. The specific objectives of this review are three-fold. Firstly, it seeks to describe the various harm reduction strategies employed by ecstasy users to minimize the potential risks associated with its use. Secondly, it aims to explore the different sources from which ecstasy users obtain information regarding its effects and harm reduction practices. Lastly, this review describes the content of user-oriented drug information websites for ecstasy regarding its effects and harm reduction practices.

Harm reduction strategies

Young people and adults who consume ecstasy in recreational settings use a wide range of harm reduction strategies as a precaution against ADR, although others having balanced the risk still intend to consume ecstasy. Palamar and Sonmez (2022) suggested that this is particularly problematic at festivals, as such annual events are often likened to ‘mini vacations’, with regular users frequently dosing and re-dosing, mixing drugs and not adhering to harm reduction recommendations like drinking fluid and taking rest breaks.

Drug checking (pill testing)

Ecstasy tablets are recognised to vary in strength (MDMA content) and purity. In some cases, they may contain other substances entirely (Pascoe et al., 2022). In the context of British festivals, purchasing substances at events has been observed to double the risk of adulteration compared to acquiring off-site (Measham, 2019).

Across 10 of the studies (53%), some participants reported that they utilised some form of drug checking as a harm reduction strategy. Drug checking strategies may vary considerably by the level of sophistication of the analysis. Colorimetric reagent kits lie at the lower end of the spectrum but are highly accessible and may be used at home by individuals. The reagents change colour depending on the substance present and can be used as a presumptive test to qualitatively identify the presence or absence of MDMA in an ecstasy tablet. Whilst useful for identifying tablets in which MDMA is entirely absent (e.g., tablets containing substituted cathinones or amphetamines such as PMMA), they are inaccurate in identifying tablets containing both MDMA and other substances. Moreover, the tests are unable to accurately quantify the MDMA content of tablets and some users may find interpretation difficult (Harper et al., 2017). More sophisticated techniques allow for the identification of MDMA content and the presence of adulterants, though require specialist equipment and must be performed in a laboratory. This typically occurs as part of a ‘drug testing’ or ‘drug checking’ service. In the UK, service providers include Public Health Wales (WEDINOS Project - https://www.wedinos.org/), TICTAC (https://www.tictac.org.uk/), The Loop https://wearetheloop.org/ and Manchester Drug Analysis and Knowledge Exchange (MANDRAKE – https://www.sutcliffe-research.org/mandrake/). In the context of drug checking, results may be communicated to service users as part of a health consultation (e.g., The Loop) or accessed remotely online (e.g., WEDINOS – https://wedinos.org/sample-results). In a systematic review, Maghsoudi et al. (2022) concluded that drug checking services can positively influence the intentions and behaviour of people who use drugs, particularly in cases where analytical results were other than expected. Moreover, Measham and Turnbull (2021), found that 59.4% of British festival attendees reportedly moderated their consumption of substances (i.e., took less) when they were identified as being stronger than expected. However, this is in contrast with some of the findings in this rapid scoping review, as Hollett and Gately (2019) reported that people would still intend to use ecstasy, even if double dose of MDMA was detected in their tablets. This indicates that further research might be needed regarding how drug checking results influence users’ behaviour.

Dose control
Sources of information

2009), including SSRIs, may also be associated with increased MDMA-associated mortality (Cohen et al., 2021). Some antidepressants reportedly used in pre/post-loading strategies (Allott & Redman, 2006; Kelly, 2007; Kelly, 2008). Their survey of Australian ecstasy users, Allott and Redman (2006) reported that 81.0% of ecstasy users consumed alcohol at the same time as MDMA and interactions which occur when using multiple CNS depressants to manage undesired MDMA-related effects such as insomnia or anxiety. For example, in three studies in this review (Allott & Redman, 2006; Hansen et al., 2001; Panagopoulos & Ricciardelli, 2005) reported the use of sedatives (e.g., sleeping tablets/benzodiazepines) as a harm reduction strategy associated with ecstasy use. Ecstasy users may be unaware of the potentially dangerous pharmaceuticals were widely reported to be used in preloading or post-loading strategies to avoid comedown or the neurotoxic effects of ecstasy. However, mixing antidepressants with ecstasy may increase the risk of serotonin syndrome, which may have fatal consequences (Dobry et al., 2013). Thus, it is important to raise awareness about the drug interactions and highlight which may be particularly harmful when used in combination with ecstasy. The antagonistic effects between alcohol and MDMA, which are CNS depressants and stimulants respectively, may dull desired effects. This may conceivably lead to users increasing the amount of MDMA consumed, to overcome this effect, as has been observed with other alcohol/stimulant combinations (Pennings et al., 2002). In this rapid scoping review participants across five (26%) of the included studies mentioned that they avoided mixing the two. Rigg and Lawenthal (2018) reported that some of the participants mentioned that they used alcohol to hydrate themselves partially due to a lack of knowledge about the dehydrating effect of alcohol. The antagonistic effects between alcohol and MDMA, which are CNS depressants and stimulants respectively, may dull desired effects. This may conceivably lead to users increasing the amount of MDMA consumed, to overcome this effect, as has been observed with other alcohol/stimulant combinations (Pennings et al., 2002).

Hydration management and temperature regulation

It has been reported that women may be at a greater risk of hyponatraemia/water intoxication following the use of ecstasy (Rosenson et al., 2007). However, there was limited reference to avoiding overhydration from ecstasy users across the included studies, with participants in just one study referring to this practice (Panagopoulos & Ricciardelli, 2005). Under Article 3, Section 3 of the Licensing Act 2003 (Mandatory Licensing Conditions) Order 2010, licensed premises in England and Wales must provide free tap water to customers upon request, where this is reasonably available; similar acts are in place in Scotland and Northern Ireland. As evidence suggests that dehydration can lead to hyperthermia, whilst water intoxication can occur when too much is consumed, establishing an optimal recommended water intake may be helpful. Environmental factors may significantly affect body temperature and levels of hydration. Currently, UK venues are not obliged to manage indoor temperature, though many provide areas for patrons to cool down. It may be useful to provide ecstasy users with information on recognising the signs of hyperthermia, dehydration, or water intoxication and when to seek medical support.

Polydrug use and preloading / post-loading

Participants across two (11%) of the included studies declared not taking other drugs while using ecstasy. Due to the lack of human studies, there is a lack of clarity about interactions between ecstasy and other recreational drugs. However, roughly two thirds of MDMA/ecstasy-related deaths in England and Wales involve another drug that is not alcohol (Office for National Statistics, 2021). Combinations such as ecstasy and other amphetamine derivatives can lead to more severe long term cognitive changes and neurotoxicity (Mohamed et al., 2011). Prescription medications, antidepressants and other pharmaceuticals were widely reported to be used in preloading or post-loading strategies to avoid comedown or the neurotoxic effects of ecstasy. However, mixing antidepressants with ecstasy may increase the risk of serotonin syndrome, which may have fatal consequences (Dobry et al., 2013). Thus, it is important to raise awareness about the drug interactions and highlight which may be particularly harmful when used in combination with ecstasy. Some perceived harm reduction strategies, particularly those involving pharmacologically active substances, may increase the risk of ADRs. Participants within three studies in this review (Allott & Redman, 2006; Hansen et al., 2001; Panagopoulos & Ricciardelli, 2005) reported the use of sedatives (e.g., sleeping tablets/benzodiazepines) as a harm reduction strategy associated with ecstasy use. Ecstasy users may be unaware of the potentially dangerous interactions which occur when using multiple CNS depressants to manage undesired MDMA-related effects such as insomnia or anxiety. For example, in their survey of Australian ecstasy users, Allott and Redman (2006) reported that 81.0% of ecstasy users consumed alcohol at the same time as MDMA and 29.3% reported using sedatives afterwards. Some antidepressants reportedly used in pre/post-loading strategies (Allott & Redman, 2006; Kelly, 2007; Kelly, 2009), including SSRIs, may also be associated with increased MDMA-associated mortality (Cohen et al., 2021).

Seeking support

Participants across eight of the included studies mentioned that they did not take ecstasy alone but in the company of others and that looking out for others, especially friends, was also considered an important strategy. Information provided via leaflets appears to be ineffective at promoting abstinence, though it remains unclear whether they may be useful for disseminating harm reduction information aiming to modify behaviour and risk. As ecstasy users rank partners and friends as the most popular source of information (Allott & Redman, 2006), peer-to-peer education may present good opportunities for disseminating drug-related information, including harm reduction advice.

 Alcohol is often used concomitantly with ecstasy particularly at leisure events (e.g., festivals and raves) (Gowing et al., 2002; Palamar & Sonmez, 2022; Rigg & Lawental, 2018). However, concurrent alcohol and ecstasy use may contribute to increased risk of adverse drug reactions, such as hyperthermia, dehyration, hyponatraemia, anxiety and hepatotoxicity (van Amsterdam et al., 2021; Vercoulen & Hondebrink, 2021). In this rapid scoping review participants across five (26%) of the included studies mentioned that they avoided mixing the two. Rigg and Lawenthal (2018) reported that some of the participants mentioned that they used alcohol to hydrate themselves partially due to a lack of knowledge about the dehydrating effect of alcohol. The antagonistic effects between alcohol and MDMA, which are CNS depressants and stimulants respectively, may dull desired effects. This may conceivably lead to users increasing the amount of MDMA consumed, to overcome this effect, as has been observed with other alcohol/stimulant combinations (Pennings et al., 2002).
We only found one RCT (Whittingham et al., 2009) that investigated the effects of harm reduction information via drug leaflets on attitude and intent to use ecstasy. In the wider literature about harm reduction information sources and recreational drugs, most research focuses on cannabis and have mainly focused on prevention of cannabis use, and less about harm reduction when someone is likely to keep consuming (Laporte et al., 2017; McCambridge et al., 2008).

The scope and depth of harm reduction information provided from webpages specifically related to ecstasy varied from site to site with different websites providing varying levels of detail and comprehensiveness in the information they offer. All webpages provided information about dehydration risks and almost all provided information about hyperthermia/heatstroke (n=13, 93%), interactions with alcohol (n=13, 93%), initiating use with a low test dose ((n=13, 93%), interactions with other illicit drugs (n=12, 86%), identifying when to seek help (n=12, 86%), waiting for a defined period between use (n=11, 79%) and hyponatraemia/overhydration (n=11, 79%). Additionally, two webpages recommended consuming isotonic sports drinks to reduce the risk of water intoxication but the wider evidence base suggests that this practice does not appear to reduce the incidence of exercise-induced hyponatraemia (Dugas, 2006).

Relatively fewer webpages provided information on interactions with prescribed medications (n=7, 50%), not using alone (n=7, 50%), recommendations on dosage or dosing strategies (n=6, 43%), information on drug checking (n=6, 43%) and looking out for friends (n=6, 43%). Information or recommendations were rarely provided regarding frequency of use (n=2, 14%), the safe use of supplements (n=2, 14%), or pre-existing conditions which may contraindicate use (n=5, 36%), or were information for users taking medications for certain conditions.

The findings of this rapid scoping review revealed that none of the webpages assessed could serve as a comprehensive ‘one-stop shop’ for all relevant information. Despite the abundance of user-oriented drug information websites focused on ecstasy, there was a notable lack of websites that provided a comprehensive range of information. Several of the webpages seemed to focus on specific elements of MDMA use, such as its effects, dosage guidelines, or harm reduction strategies, while leaving out other essential areas of information.

**Lack of an evidence base**

Evidence supporting the various harm reduction practices was found to vary considerably. Given the ‘underground’ nature of drug use, as well as difficulties in conducting research in this area, some amount of misinformation and urban myth may be expected to exist within the community. This was particularly notable for pre-loading and post-loading strategies, where a range of foods and supplements (e.g., turkey) were reported as used to reduce harms. The use of 5-HTP, a serotonin (5-HT) precursor widely believed by ecstasy users to counteract MDMA-related serotonin depletion and neurotoxicity, is poorly supported by evidence.

Only two of the webpages provided any evidence-based citations to support listed harm reduction information. Nine provided links to other websites and six provided links to further information within their own websites. Due to the relative infrequency of occurrence, and difficulties in verifying which practices have been adopted by ecstasy users, building an evidence base for behaviours which reduce the incidence of ADRs is challenging. After all, it is difficult to establish when an ADR has been averted because of a particular behaviour. However, some behaviours known to increase risk, such as concurrent use of SSRIs and other drugs, have been established. It is unclear whether providing citations alongside advice may improve the adoption of harm reduction practices. Condensed info cards were found to be more effective communication tools than detailed leaflets (Whittingham et al., 2009), which may limit the ability to include citations on educational materials. Drug services should seek to involve service users in the design and evaluation of harm reduction educational materials, to ensure the language and messaging is appropriate for the target population.

**Limitations**

Conducting a rapid scoping review inherently carries some limitations, as some of the processes, such as screening and data extraction, are modified to produce swift results. For example we were only able to include UK based websites; Rollsafe.org and Pillreports.net were not included. While initially the focus of this scoping review was young people, the included studies contained a wide age range, including 40-year-olds and over. This might influence the generalisability of the findings. A further limitation is that only three of the studies were published recently, post 2020, ten were published prior to 2010 and a further two studies being published over twenty years ago. Across the included studies the concept of harm education was interpreted differently, and the same strategies were often used for avoiding ecstasy-related side effects, ‘comedown’, neurotoxicity and for enhancing the positive experience. Additionally, in most quantitative studies participants were asked to choose from a predetermined list as opposed to listing what harm reduction strategies they used. For the qualitative studies participants were often asked about specific harm reduction strategies such as drug checking, pre-loading/post-loading, monitoring their fluid levels, limiting their consumption or taking rest breaks.
Conclusion

This review was able to identify a wide variety of self-initiated harm reduction behaviours utilised by people who use MDMA/ecstasy. Harm reduction behaviours can never eliminate the health risks posed by drugs and the safest practice is to avoid use entirely. Nevertheless, several strategies were identified for which there was some evidence of a reduction in risk. These included taking breaks to avoid hyperthermia, maintaining adequate (but not excessive) levels of hydration, avoiding particular polydrug combinations (including with alcohol), moderating consumption ("start slow, stay low") and avoiding using alone. Further understanding of how ecstasy users measure dose (e.g., visual approximation versus weighing scales) may provide useful insights for future interventional developments. Some ADR avoidance strategies, particularly relating to pre-loading and post-loading, are poorly supported by evidence and, in some cases, may exacerbate potential harm. For example, the use of sedatives and antidepressants to counteract anxiety and insomnia can lead to increased risk of ADRs. Simple online tools (e.g., https://combo.tripsit.me) may aid users to better understand potential adverse interactions between substances, including some prescribed drugs, though could be expanded to include a larger number of substances. Information on potential interactions may be expected to improve in the coming years, as clinical trials involving MDMA as a therapeutic agent (for example to treat Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) progress (James et al., 2019).

Some gaps remain in determining an optimal communication strategy for disseminating harm reduction information, such as: i) who should provide the information and what information should be provided; ii) when and where should this take place; and iii) how do ecstasy users want to receive this information? Ecstasy users place a high degree of trust in peer-to-peer networks and individuals to whom they can relate, indicating a key role for human connection. Condensed information may be preferred for written materials whilst non-biased language improves perceived credibility. Co-developing and disseminating resources via trusted individuals/organisations/communities may further improve trustworthiness and should be explored further, to maximise potentially beneficial behavioural changes. Understanding actual or perceived barriers to the provision of harm reduction information, such as local licensing rules (if disseminated in licensed venues), or social media community guidelines, may help to establish areas of focus for future policy change.

These self-initiated harm reduction strategies provide ecstasy users with a sense of empowerment to actively minimise potential risks and adopt safer use practices. However, it is important to acknowledge that harm reduction strategies cannot eliminate all risks associated with ecstasy use. Therefore, it is vital for users to seek comprehensive information, support, and professional guidance to make informed decisions about their drug use. By combining self-initiated strategies with accurate information and access to appropriate resources, users can enhance their safety and well-being while using ecstasy.
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